NINA'S DEEP DIVE
CRAFT SUPPLIES
Be careful to not get injured when crafting.

For Tsumami Zaiku:
- chirimen fabric
- tweezers
- glue
- scissors
- card board
- ruler
- pencil

For Shrink Plastic:
- shrink plastic
- permanent markers
- oven and mittens
- pastels/colored pencils
- sand paper
- brooch base/pins
- key chain
- hole puncher

For Keshigomu Hanko:
- thick eraser
- tracing paper
- sharp craft knife
- cutting mat
- stamp pad
- pencil

For Herbarium:
- real dried flowers
- bottle
- tweezers
- mineral/silicon oil

Be careful to not get injured when crafting.
For Tsumami Zaiku:

- **Chirimen Fabric**
  Though you can get Chirimen fabric, for this craft you can use any cloth. It is easiest to handle fabric that is thin but has some tension when folded. It is possible to use thicker fabric, though you may have to sew or use hot glue for some shapes. An thicker fabric for this activity could be polyester. But for beginners, it is generally recommended to use rayon crepe, which is easy to fold and glue, or thin cotton, which has moderate tension and is easily available.

For Shrink Plastic:

- **Shrink Plastic**
- **Brooch Pin**

For Keshigomu Hanko:

- **Block Eraser 1**
- **Block Eraser 2**

For Herbarium:

- **Real Dried Flowers**